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Abstract
Energy-efficient coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures (CGRAs) have been attracting attention as accelerators for IoT devices. CGRAs have several processing units called PEs (Processing Elements) arranged in a two-dimensional array. CGRAs can achieve high energy efficiency by adaptively changing the operation executed for each PE and the connections between PEs. When running an application on CGRAs, it is necessary to convert the target application to a data flow graph (DFG) and map the DFG to the PE array. Currently, there is not enough research on the CGRA application development environment, and it is hard to say that the environment is in place. In this paper, we propose MENTAI, a fully automated application development environment for the CGRAs based on LLVM. As a case study, we evaluated it using CCSOTB2, which is a kind of CGRA. Thanks to MENTAI, a compute-intensive part of an application is executed on the CCSOTB2, instead of a host processor. Besides, it considers the energy efficiency of the entire system, including the host processor. Thereby, MENTAI achieves around 60% energy reduction while keeping the execution time.

I. Introduction
In recent years, IoT and wearable computing have become widespread. Devices for them are needed to achieve high processing performance with low power consumption, and reconfigurable devices are attracting attention.

Coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture (CGRA) is a type of reconfigurable device that has features between FPGAs and ASICs. While CGRAs are less programmable than FPGAs, they outperform FPGAs in energy efficiency. In a CGRA, multiple processing elements (PEs) are arranged in a two-dimensional array and interconnected with each other. A PE consisted of an ALU and a Switch Element (SE) can reconfigure (1) the operation to be executed by the ALU and (2) the interconnection between PEs according to the target application.

Various CGRAs such as ADRES [1], DT-CGRA [2], and FloRA [3] have been studied. CGRAs can be divided into two categories according to their reconfiguration style. One changes the configuration of the PE array cycle-by-cycle for a single task [1] [3], whereas the other keeps it during the task [2]. Although code generation for cycle-level CGRA is easier than task-level CGRA, power consumption increases because reconfiguration is performed for each cycle. Thus, the task-level reconfiguration has an advantage of energy efficiency.

In general, an application for the CGRAs is compiled as follows the flow shown below: First, extracting the part to be offloaded to the CGRA in the application, and generate its data flow graph (DFG). Second, mapping the DFG to the PE array. Finally, scheduling data input/output control.

With the attention to CGRAs growing, programming environments for them have been actively researched, and some of them are available [4] [5] [6]. However, many of them focus on the CGRAs with cycle-level reconfiguration [7], which is relatively easy to generate the operational code by using the dynamic reconfiguration, and others aim to the architectural exploration rather than developing applications on them. Also, although most of CGRAs are used as an accelerator, few tools care about the total system consisting of the host and CGRAs. In this study, we propose such an integrated CGRA application development environment called MENTAI (Macro-based ENergy-efficienT Application Integration) based on LLVM [8].

MENTAI is a tool for CGRAs to support task-level reconfiguration, which has a controller for data transfer between the data memory and the PE array. This tool focuses on energy efficiency. It allows users to describe applications in C language and hides architectural details from the user. Also, MENTAI automatically generates the code required for the operation of both the CGRA and the host processor from the C source code. That is, (1) configuration data necessary for operating the CGRA, (2) assembly code for the controller, and (3) code for the host processor can be generated at once from the source code. Users are not responsible for developing each part separately and can easily use the entire system, including the CGRA. In this paper, CCSOTB2 [9], which is a type of CGRAs that performs task-level reconfiguration, was used as a case study.
II. Related Work

There are two main types of CGRA-related tools: (1) mainly for design space exploration, and (2) for software development. Black Diamond [6], CGRA-ME [4], and DAEGEN [10] fall in the former classification.

Black Diamond is a compiler for dynamically reconfigurable architectures. By giving the target architecture as a Graph with Configuration Information (GCI), applications can be compiled for various architectures. Users write applications using a C-based front-end representation. A description example is shown in Code 1.

Code 1 Black Diamond sample code

```c
call [in0] MEM_OUT_00();
[@'PE_101']call [r0] AND(in0,maskr);
[@'PE_001']call [r0] SR(r0, sixteen);
[@'PE_200']calculate r0 = r0 * c_g;
[@'PE_201']call [g0] AND(in0,maskg);
[@'PE_100']call [g0] SR(g0, eight);
[@'PE_300']calculate g0 = g0 * c_g;
[@'PE_401']calculate out0 = r0 + g0;
[@'PE_601']call [out0] SR(out0,ten);
call [] MEM_IN_00(out0);
```

Users describe which PE performs which operation and the dependencies between the operations. The DFG is generated from such a description by the user, that is, the abstraction level is low in this tool.

CGRA-ME is a framework that includes CGRA architecture description, modeling, application mapping, and system simulation. It uses the LLVM for the front end, and can generate DFG in the dot file format by analyzing LLVM IR from a program written in C language. While CGRA-ME focuses on CGRA alone, such as architecture description, DFG generation, and mapping, this study implements a library to support control such as data transfer between the CGRA and the host processor. In other words, the support range is different from MENTAI.

DAEGEN is a modular accelerator design framework. It targets accelerators on which the application is mapped spatially. It can separate memory access and computation, such as CGRAs, to perform task-level reconfiguration. DAEGEN is a tool to seek the best architecture to execute an application, while the proposed tool is a software-hardware co-development environment to apply an application to an input architecture.

CCF [7], DFGenTool [5], and Musketeer [11] are tools not for the design space exploration. CCF is a compiler framework for CGRAs with the cycle-level reconfiguration. Users can annotate performance-critical loop with pragmas, and CCF compiler can generate the code for the application’s execution on the CGRA. As mentioned, the cycle-level reconfiguration, which CCF considers, has few restrictions on executable applications. In contrast, the task-level reconfiguration has many restrictions. Therefore, loosely constrained pragma-based methods such as CCF are not suitable for task-level CGRAs.

DFGenTool is a tool to generate the DFG for CGRAs in the dot file format using the LLVM from a high-level language such as C language with a pragma annotation. The dot file generated by DFGenTool emphasizes readability and cannot be mapped as it is. However, it does not include a specific back-end compiler to map the DFG to the PE array. On the other hand, MENTAI integrates our mapping tool GenMap [12] into the compilation flow.

Musketeer [11] is an application framework for DRP (Dynamically Reconfigurable Processor). Musketeer can write applications in the C language as well as MENTAI and CGRA-ME. While Musketeer is a framework for DRP, i.e., available for CGRA using cycle-level reconfiguration, MENTAI is available for CGRA using task-level reconfiguration.

III. CMA Architecture

As a case study, we carry out evaluations targeting CCSOTB2 [9]. CCSOTB2 belongs to the CMA (Cool Mega Array) architecture proposed as an energy-aware CGRA [13]. In CMA architecture, the configuration of the PE array is changed task-by-task. The power consumption is cut down by removing the clock tree and registers from a PE and build the PE array as a combinational circuit. Fig. 1 (a) shows a diagram of CMA architecture. In CMA architecture, computation and memory access are separated. Data transfer between the PE array and the data memory is done by using a μ controller, which is a processor to execute 16-bit instructions. A data manipulator is placed between the PE array and the data memory. It is composed of several multiplexers to support a flexible data transfer. The PEs form an island-style interconnection network, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). CCSOTB2 has a 12 × 8 PE array and configurable pipeline registers placed between every PE row. Each PE has one SE (Switching Element), and each SE has one channel.

A. Configuration Data

The configuration data specifies operations executed by PEs, and interconnection between other PEs, constant
registers, and pipeline registers. The configuration can be changed by writing configuration data to a configuration register outside the PE array.

B. Operation mapping and application execution

After the application is converted to the DFG, it is mapped to the PE array by the CGRA mapping tool GenMap [12], and configuration data are generated. It is necessary to prepare an assembly code for the μ controller corresponding to the mapped application. Here is an example of running RGB 24-bit grayscale on the CGRA. This application has three inputs and three outputs when converted to the DFG. Code 2 runs the grayscale in a 7-stage pipeline. Code 2 has a loop length of 24

```
1  DELAY 7
2  LDI r3, #24
3  SET_LD #0x0, #3
4  SET_ST #0x48, #3
5  LP: LDST_ADD #0, #0
6  BNZD r3, LP
7  DONE
```

and means that three data are loaded from the address 0x0 of the data memory of each loop, and three data are stored from the address 0x48.

IV. Proposal: CGRA Application Development Environment

In this paper, we propose MENTAI, an application development environment that supports the entire system consisted of a host processor and the CGRA using LLVM. Here, the application, kernel, and context are used in the following meaning.

- **Application**: The entire program, including both where it runs on the host processor and where it offloads to the CGRA.
- **Kernel**: The part of the application that is offloaded to the CGRA.
- **Context**: The part of the kernel that is offloaded to the CGRA in one reconfiguration. The kernel may consist of multiple contexts or a single context.

A. Application Development Flow

Executing an application on CGRA, especially CMA, mainly requires the following two codes: (1) configuration data corresponding to the target DFG and (2) assembly code for the μ controller. In this proposal, we implemented the LLVM Passes that automate the generation of (1) DFG and (2) assembly code in Fig. 2. Light blue portions represent the implemented functionality described in this paper. Shaded portions represent existing tools. Besides, it includes a CGRA programming library implemented in C language. The development flow using this tool is as follows. Here, LLVM version 4.0.1 was used. The user writes the entire application including CGRA and host processor in C language and compile it using Clang. The LLVM IR of CGRA part is passed through a Multi Context Data Pass (MCDPass) for extracting context information. Duplicated load instructions are eliminated by Eliminate Duplicate Load Pass (EDLPass). The DFG is generated by the DFGPass, then information on the number of inputs and outputs of the DFG is generated as LLVM IR. AsmPass generates assembly code for the μ controller in CGRA. Finally, LLVM IR for the host processor is linked to the codes above and compiled to executable code.

A.1. CGRA kernel description rules

The following rules are given in describing the CGRA kernel.

- In the file that describes the application, the `PRELUDE` macro is described at the beginning.
- Each context is described as a function where the return value is void, and the arguments are all int type pointers.
- Describe the arguments in the order of the CGRA input data array and the output data storage destination array.
- Specify the number of inputs and outputs with the `CGRA` macro.
- Specify the loop length and operating frequency with `REGISTER_KERNEL` macro or `REGISTER_KERNEL_CUSTOM`.

The `PRELUDE` macro sets up to use the information which is analyzed by the passes. The `CGRA` macro has the role of giving information necessary for DFG generation and telling the subsequent pass which loop is mapped to the CGRA. `REGISTER_KERNEL` and `REGISTER_KERNEL_CUSTOM` are responsible for providing data necessary for generating assembly code. When the former is used, the operating frequency becomes the default value of 20 MHz, and when the latter is used, the user specifies it.

Here is Code 3 that describes the application converting 24-bit RGB to grayscale according to the above rules.

B. LLVM Passes

Four LLVM Passes are implemented as described below.

B.1. MCD Pass

Multi Context Data Pass (MCDPass) is a pass to convert context information described as a function into a form easily used in the subsequent pass. When writing an application, the `PRELUDE` macro defines some globale variables called dummy variables. Information, such as the number of input data arrays to the kernel and the number of kernel loops, is assigned to dummy variables by the `CGRA` macro or `REGISTER_KERNEL` macro. The
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---

**B.2. EDLPass**

Eliminate Duplicated Load Pass (EDLPass) is a pass to remove duplicate loads from the same memory address in the input sequence. Code 4 shows the LLVM IR fragment with overlapping load instructions.

### Code 4 LLVM IR fragment with overlapping load instructions

```llvm
define void @sepia(i32* nocapture readonly, i32* nocapture) local unnamed addr #0 {
  %7 = load i32, i32* %0, align 4, !tbaa !1
  %8 = mul nsw i32 %7, 357

  // Omitting Code

  %16 = load i32, i32* %0, align 4, !tbaa !1
  %17 = mul nsw i32 %16, 278
}
```

---

**B.3. DFGPass**

DFGPass is a pass to generate DFG from the input LLVM IR and to output it in dot format [14]. Generated DFG is passed to GenMap, which is the CGRA mapping tool. It also analyzes the number of inputs and outputs of the DFG and passes them to the subsequent Pass.

**B.4. AsmPass**

AsmPass is a pass to generate an assembly code that can be used by the μ controller. The pass outputs the transfer destination and the transfer source addresses of the data required for application execution in the LLVM IR format.

---

**C. CGRA Library**

The CGRA library provides functions for application execution, such as reconfiguration, data transfer between the host processor and CGRA, and instructions on the timing of starting the operations in CGRA. Here is Code. 3 for an application that converts 24-bit RGB to grayscale with the library functions. `get_kernel_index` function returns the number assigned to the kernel `gray`. This number is used to identify the context to be executed by the library functions. `cgra_setup` transfers configuration data to the CGRA and `send_host_to_cgra` send data to be processed. In Code 3, the host processor sends 48 data to the CGRA. `cgra_run` starts processing and `wait_cgra` checks DONE signal sent by the CGRA. `send_cgra_to_host` collects results from the CGRA.
V. Evaluation and Application Development

Case Study

The goal of the evaluation is to investigate the usability of the MENTAI through the followings: (1) comparing the amount of code when using this tool with the conventional application description method; (2) demonstrating that the application developed by this tool works on a system consisted of the CGRA and the host processor.

Table I shows the application, the data amount, the number of DFG nodes, and the number of contexts used for the evaluation. alpha is 24-bit alpha blender. gray is 24-bit grayscale. sf is 8-bit sepia filter. sepia is 24-bit sepia filter. The calculated data volume of sepia consists of two contexts, and the number of nodes of DFG is shown as the total value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th># op ops.</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alpha</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gray</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sf</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sepia</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Code Amount

We compared the amount of code for writing the application shown in Table I with Black Diamond and with the MENTAI. Fig. 3 provides the comparison result in the amount of code. On average, it is reduced by 87.2 %.

B. Case Study: CCSTOB2+GeyserTT

An evaluation was performed on a building-block type stacking system: a chip stack with CCSOTB2 and GeyserTT [15]. GeyserTT is an embedded processor that operates as a host with a MIPS R3000 compatible CPU core. The CPU core has an 8-KB 2-way set-associative cache for data and instructions and a 16-entry TLB. Data transfer between the stacked chips is performed via a ThruChip Interface (TCI) [16]. TCI is a technique of transferring data by inductive coupling between coils of stacked chips and transferring digital signals as a change in the magnetic field of the coils. All of the above architectures were design with Verilog HDL and synthesized by Synopsys Design Compiler using Renesas SOTB 65nm. They were placed and routed with Synopsys IC Compiler. The evaluation was done by simulation. We use Cadence NC-Verilog for HDL simulation and Synopsys Prime Time for power simulation. All systems operate at 20MHz. The supply voltage is 0.55V for CCSOTB2 and 0.75V for GeyserTT.

B.1. Execution Time

We compare the execution times of the stacking system and the host processor alone. Fig. 4 provides the comparison result in the execution time. The execution time was evaluated using a cycle-accurate simulator for stacking systems based on VMIPS [17]. Here, memory access is pipelined, and its latency is eight cycles for this evaluation. Data transfer between GeyserTT and CCSOTB2 is treated in the same way as the general memory access via the inter-chip routers. On average, the execution time of GeyserTT alone is shorter by 0.6 %. This is due to the long time required to transfer the configuration data and calculation data.

B.2. Energy Efficiency

We compare the energy efficiency of the stacking system and the host processor alone. Fig. 5 provides the comparison result of the energy consumption. The numbers above the bars represent the amount of energy consumed by TCI. Thanks to the integrated development flow of MENTAI, data transfer time and execution time of CCSOTB2 can be approximately estimated. Thus, the GeyserTT sleeps during the estimated time, and clock signal for the data and instruction caches are gated. The power consumption of GeyserTT and CCSOTB2 is obtained by post-layout simulation, as shown in Table II. For CCSOTB2, both the power consumption during the run time and the idle time are shown in the table. The power consumption of the TCI was calculated using the value reported by [18]. On average, the energy of GeyserTT+CCSOTB2 is smaller by 63.8 %.

VI. Conclusion

We implemented an application development tool for the entire system consisting of the CGRA and a host processor, called MENTAI. Unlike existing CGRA-related tools, MENTAI is not for design exploration, but software development on various CGRAs. The development tools were implemented as four LLVM Passes. Thanks
to MENTAI, the DFG and the assembly code of the controller to perform memory access control was automatically generated from the kernel written in C language. Four applications were evaluated for a CGRA and host processor chip-stack system. MENTAI achieves around 60% energy reduction while keeping the execution time.
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